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Abstract. In recent years several equivalences between nondeterministic and concurrent processes 
have been proposed in order to capture different notions of the extensional behaviour of a process. 
Usually, the equivalences are congruences with respect to the process-constructing operations in 
order to support hierarchic development of systems. With the purpose of achieving more flexible 
hierarchic development methods, we suggest parametrizing the equivalences with information 
about contexts. We carry out the suggestion in full for the bisimulation equivalence, which we 
parameterize with a special type of context information called environments. As a main theorem 
we offer a useful characterization of the information ordering on environments. Also a modal 
characterization of the parameterized bisimulation equivalence is presented. 
1. Motivation 
In recent years several equivalences between nondeterministic and concurrent 
processes have been proposed in order to capture different aspects of the extensional 
behaviour of a process [ 1,4,5,6,8, 12, 15, 161. This has resulted in semantic theories 
where both the requirements to a concurrent system (the speczjication) and its final 
realization (the implementation) can be expressed in the same formalism. The only 
difference (if any) in the two descriptions will be their computational feasibility (in 
whatever model of computation that is used). Based on the equivalence, the correct- 
ness of the implementation with respect to the specification can be stated and proved. 
Often the various theories provide (complete) algebraic laws for proving such 
correctness assertions [7,14,17]. Also, many of the equivalences have been given 
modal characterizations [l, 3,7, 13,21,22,23,25,26]. A major goal in the area of 
concurrent systems is to achieve semantic theories which support hierarchic and 
modular design and verijcation of systems. That is to say, given only the specification 
of components (not their implementation), it should be possible to deduce whether 
the components in a particular context or configuration will implement (or satisfy) 
some overall specification. For this reason, much care is normally taken to ensure 
that the equivalences are in fact congruences with respect to the various process- 
constructing operations. 
The motivation for the work presented in this paper is the possibility of achieving 
more flexible and easy-to-use hierarchic development methods for concurrent sys- 
tems by parameterizing the equivalences with information about contexts. 
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Now consider the following hierarchic development method, the so called stepwise 
rejnement method: A specification, SPEC, of some desired nondeterministic or 
concurrent process has been given. The task is to find an implementable version of 
SPEC, IMP, such that IMP= SPEC (= being the equivalence under consideration). 
Using the stepwise refinement method IMP is constructed in the following way. 
First decide on which process construction C to use and write down a sub- 
specification SUBSPEC such that C[SUBSPEC] = SPEC. Now find-using the 
stepwise refinement method recursively if SUBSPEC is not computationally feasible 
already-an implementation SUBIMP of SUBSPEC, i.e., SUBIMP- SUBSPEC. 
Then taking IMP to be C[SUBIMP] will clearly give an implementation of SPEC 
on the assumption that = is a congruence. 
Looking carefully at the stepwise refinement method as stated above we notice 
that it requires SUBIMP and SUBSPEC to be proved congruent. That is interchange- 
able in any context and not just interchangeable in the context C in which they are 
actually going to be placed. We are therefore brought to prove more than what 
seems necessary. In order to reduce this work, we will parameterize the equivalence 
= with information about contexts. The required proof of SUBIMP= SUBSPEC 
can then be replaced by a proof of the more specific SUBIMP-, SUBSPEC, where 
e is information about the context C. Now assume that all the possible information 
relevant to parameterizing our equivalence = is collected in a domain ofinformation 
4. Then with any context C we may associate a subet 9,{( C’) of 9 defined by 
eE&$(C) e’ Vp,qEP.p~.qJC[p]~C[q], 
where P is the set of processes. Thus any e E J&p(C) can be seen as valid information 
about C and can as such be used in the proof of SUBIMP=,SUBSPEC. However, 
not all e E .%zf( C) contain the same amount of information about C. In particular 
if e,fE&{(C) such that zl.s se, we would consider e as being more (or more 
accurate, not less) informative than f since e agrees more closely to the equivalence 
induced by C, namely that of ‘interchangeability in the context C’. Thus we define 
the preorder 0~ on information as follows: 
fKe e’ =,G-e. 
We shall denote the opposite ordering of 0~ by C, and read e of as ‘f is at least 
as discriminating as e’. Now define, for any information e E 9, the set of contexts 
%&A(e) of which e is valid information, i.e., 
%&2(e) = {C 1 e E .9L.& C)}. 
Let us assume that the domain of information 4 does not exceed the expressive 
power of contexts, in the sense that incompatible information (under cc) can be 
distinguished by some context C. Then the following is easily shown to hold: 
ecf ti &m(e) s %22(f), 
i.e., e is at least as informative as f if and only if, for any context for which e is 
valid, information f is also valid information. As such, if there exists an element A 
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in 4 such that -J = -, then A will be a member of 9&(C) for any context C since 
= is a congruence. Thus, A will be the maximal element under c or equivalently, 
for all eE.9, FdGGe. 
Let us now return to the stepwise refinement method. As already mentioned 
SUBIMP may itself have been obtained by a stepwise refinement. That is, for some 
context 0, SUBIMP is D[SUBSUBIMP] where SUBSUBIMP is an implementation 
of SUBSUBSPEC with D[SUBSUBSPEC] = SUBSPEC. However, by using the 
parameterized equivalence we only have to prove SUBIMP=,SUBSPEC, so the 
above can be replaced by taking SUBIMP as D[SUBSUBIMP], where D[SUBSUB- 
IMP] =,D[SUBSUBSPEC] and D[SUBSUBSPEC] =r SUBSPEC. When C is a 
context and e is information, then we define .%zP’( C, e) s 4 as 
(Note, that J&p’ generalizes Z&Z+’ since &.4(C) = .%p’(C, A).) Then, in order to 
obtain a proof of D[SUBSUBIMP]-,D[SUBSUBSPEC] it should be enough to 
prove SUBSUBIMP=d SUBSUBSPEC for some d E &p’(D, e). 
So far we have tried to motivate the idea of parameterizing process equivalences 
with information about contexts by indicating its use in the stepwise refinement 
method. However, much is still left vague by the above description. First of all, 
what is ‘information about contexts’ and secondly, how is this information used in 
parameterizing existing equivalences? Once these two questions have been answered 
we must provide ways of deducing when some information d is valid about a context 
C or more general, when does it hold that e E 9,{+( C, d) for a context C and 
information d. In case there exists a minimal discriminating (i.e., minimal w.r.t. c or 
equivalently, maximal w.r.t. ,“) element m&( C, e) in 9~{‘( C, e), we can reduce the 
above problem to ,RKGZ( C, e) c d since 9&‘( C, e) is upward closed under C. Note 
that, with this reduction, the ordering c has become even more important. As an 
analogy to Dijkstra’s weakest precondition [2] we could term the element +z&z( C, d) 
the weakest inner information of d under C, and view contexts as weakest inner 
irzformation transformers. However, we shall not pursue this analogy any further in 
this paper, but refer the reader to [lo] for more information. 
Instead we shall concentrate on parameterizing the bisimulation equivalence 
[12, 151 with a special type of information called environments. In Section 2 we shall 
give a short description of how to view processes and their operational behaviour 
as labelled transition systems. We define and investigate the notions of simulation 
and bisimulation together with the (simulation) preorder and (bisimulation) 
equivalence they generate. In Section 3 we shall introduce the concept of environ- 
ments as elements of a labelled transition system. An environment consumes actions 
produced by an inner process. However, the ability of an environment to consume 
actions may be limited, hence, only part of the behaviour of the inner process will 
be allowed by the environment. Using environments as parameters we then define 
and investigate a notion of parameterized hisimulation and the parameterized 
(bisimulation) equivalence which it generates. 
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In Section 4 we shall present a modal characterization of the parameterized 
bisimulation equivalence pointed out to us by Colin Stirling. The characterization 
extends in a natural way the existing modal characterizations of the simulation 
preorder and the (unparameterized) bisimulation equivalence [7]. In Section 5 we 
shall present our Main Theorem giving an important and simple characterization 
of the discrimination ordering c between environments. Though easy to state, the 
theorem was by no means easy to prove: only after several unsuccessful attempts 
a proof was found. Unfortunately, the proof found only applies to environments 
satisfying certain finiteness conditions (the so-called image-finiteness condition). 
Whether the theorem holds for general environments is as yet an open problem. 
However, we shall demonstrate in Section 6 that the present proof cannot be extended 
(in a direct way) to general environments. 
2. Processes, simulation and bisimultation 
In this section we shall give a short description of how to model processes and 
their operational behaviour in terms of labelled transition systems. We define and 
investigate the notions of simulation and bisimulation together with the preorder 
and equivalence which they generate. For a more complete treatment and related 
notions we refer the reader to [ 11,12,15,18]. 
Labelled transition systems [9] provide a simple operational model of nondetermin- 
ism based on the two primitive notions of state and transition. In spite of (or maybe 
because of) their simplicity, labelled transition systems have proved an extremely 
general model for definining operational semantics of programming languages 
[ 19,201. 
Definition 2.1. A labelled transition system is a structure (St, Act, -+ ), where St is a 
set of stutes (or configurations), Act is a set of actions (or labels or operations) and 
+ E St x Act x St is the transition relation. 
The operational behaviour of processes is modelled by a labelled transition system, 
9’ = (Pr, Act, -+), where Pr is the set of processes and -+ describes the dynamic 
evolution of processes. We shall alternatively refer to the transition relation + of 
9 as the derivation relation. For (p, a, q) E + we shall usually write p --+’ q which 
is to be interpreted: ‘p may perform the action a and become q in doing so’. Often 
we shall write p ---)(I as an abbreviation for 3q E Pr. p +a q. Thus p -+(I reads: ‘p 
may perform the action a’. We call the process system 9 image-finite in case the 
set {qlp -+a q} is finite for all processes p and actions a. 
Let p and q be two processes of 9’. We then say that q simulates p or p is simulated 
by q if every potential derivation of p can be simulated by a derivation of q in such 
a way that the simulation property is maintained. We can formalize this by the 
following definition. 
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Definition 2.2. A simulation R is a binary relation on Pr such that whenever p R q 
and a E Act, then 
(i) p+“p’ 3 3q’.q+aq’&p’Rq1. 
A process q is said to simulate a process p if and only if there exists a simulation 
R with p R q. In this case we write p s q. 
Now for R G Pr2 we can define Y(R) G Pr2 as the set of pairs (p, q) satisfying, 
for all a E Act, the clause (i) above. With this definition we can state the following 
properties. 
Proposition 2.3. R c Pr2 is a simulation zj” R c 9’(R). 
Proposition 2.4. 9’ is a monotonic endojiinction on the complete lattice of binary 
relations (over Pr) under inclusion. 
Using the standard fixed-point result originally due to Tarski [24], this implies 
the following proposition. 
Proposition 2.5. Y has a maximaljxed point given by IJ {R ( R G Y(R)}. Moreover, 
s equals this maximal fixed point. 
Proposition 2.6. 4 is a preorder on Pr2. 
Proof. Show that Id,+ is a simulation and that composition of simulations yields a 
simulation. The proposition will then follow from the definition of G. 0 
Note that the above definition of the simulation ordering admits an elegant proof 
technique: for showing that p c q, it is sufficient and necessary to find a simulation 
containing (p, q). 
Example 2.7. Let 9’ be given by the diagrams below in Fig. 1. Then, R = {(pO, q,,), 
(P, , d, ( PZ, sJ, (~3, qd, (p4,q3)l is a simulation. Thus, p. s qo. On the 0th hand, 
qO S pa. Assume namely that R is a simulation containing (qO, pO); then either (q, , pl) 
Fig. 1. 
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or (q,, pz) must be in R. However, in the former case q, -+C but p, ++(‘, so if R is 
to be a simulation, (q,, p,) cannot be in R. Similarly, it can be argued that (q, , p2) 
is not in R. Therefore, if R is a simulation, it cannot contain (qO, p,,). 
Now, if Y is anticontinuous on the complete lattice of binary relations over Pr 
(with n as greatest lower bound) in the sense that, for every decreasing chain 
R,~R,=,-..~R,,z... of relations, sP(n, R,) = n, Y( R,), then it follows from 
classical fixed-point theory that the maximal fixed point of Y, s., is given as 
s =n, Y”(Pr2), 
where 9” = Id and Y”+’ = 9 0 Y”. A sufficient condition for 9 to be anticontinuous 
is that the transition system 9’ is image-finite. 
Theorem 2.8. If 9 is image-jinite, then Y is anticontinuous. 
Proof. Let R,=,R2z...2R,,=)... be a decreasing sequence of binary relations 
over Pr. We must prove Y(nn R,) = n, Y( R,). the “z”-direction directly follows 
from the monotonicity of Y and n,, R, G Ri for all i E W. For the “2”-direction, let 
(P, 4) E nn y(K) and let p -+(I p’. We must find a matching move for q such that 
(p’, q’) E n,, R,. Now (p, q) E n, 9’( R,) iff, for all n E W, (p, q) E Y( R,). Thus, for 
all n there exists some qn such that q +L1 qn and (p’, q.) E R,. By image-finiteness 
of 9, this means that there exists a q’ such that q +a q’ and (p’, q’) E R, for infinitely 
many n E OJ. Since R, is decreasing in n, (p’, q’) E R, for all n E w and thus, (p’, q’) E 
n, R,. By symmetry we conclude that (p, q) E Y(n, R,), q 
It follows that G = nn Y(Pr’) if the process system 9’ is image-finite. 
Now, two processes p and q could be considered equivalent if they simulate each 
other, i.e., p = q iff p s q and q 4 p. However, this equivalence does not preserve 
deadlock properties as is demonstrated in the following example (see also [12]). 
Example 2.9. Let 9’ be given by the diagrams in Fig. 2. Then, R, = {(qiy pl) ( i = 1,2,3} 
and Rz={(P~, qi)Ii=l, 2,31~{(~4,q2)1 are both simulations. Thus, p G q and q s p. 
However, p can perform an a-action and reach a state where a b-action is impossible, 
whereas q cannot. Thus, p and q have different deadlock properties. 
h 
Fig. 2. 
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To obtain an equivalence that does preserve deadlock properties, the notion of 
bisimulation is introduced. Under this notion, two processes are considered 
equivalent if they have the same set of potential first actions and can continue 
having equal potentiality during the course of execution. More formally we have 
the following definition. 
Definition 2.10. A binary relation R on Pr is a bisimulation itI both R and RT= 
{(P,q)t(q,P)~Rl are simulations. Two processes p and q are said to be bisimulation 
equivalent iff there exists a bisimulation R with p R q. In this case we write p - q. 
Now, for R G Pr2, define p(R), 93(R) E Pr* as 
g(R) = (9’( R=))= and %(R)=Y(R)n~(R). 
Then we have the following properties: 
Proposition 2.11. R c Pr2 is a bisimulation ifl R G 93(R). 
Proof. By Proposition 2.3 and definition of bisimulation. 0 
Proposition 2.12. B is a monotonic endofunction on the complete lattice of binary 
relations over Pr. 
Proof. By Proposition 2.4 and the fact that n and (_)’ are monotonic functions. 0 
Proposition 2.13. B has a maximal$xed point which equals -. 
Proposition 2.14. - is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Idp, is a bisimulation. Composition and (_)T preserve bisimulations. 0 
Proposition 2.15. If ?? is image-finite, then 93 is anticontinuous. Thus, - = n,, O”(Pr*), 
where 26” = Id and %I”+’ = 93 0 93”. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.8, Y is anticontinuous when 9 is image-finite. Both n and 
(-)’ are anticontinuous, so the proposition follows since composition preserves 
anticontinuity. 0 
As for simulation, the definition of bisimulation equivalence provides an elegant 
proof technique due to Proposition 2.13. To prove that p-q it is sufficient and 
necessary to find a bisimulation containing (p, q). 
Example 2.16. Let 9’ be given by the diagrams in Fig. 3. Then, R = {(pO, q,,), (p, , q,), 
(Pl, 42), (P2, %I, (P2, %J, (P3, %I, (P3,%)1 is a bisimulation with p. R qO. Thus, 
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p0 - qO. In Example 2.9, R, # R:, so there is no reason to conclude pi - q, . In fact, 
it can be shown that the two processes pi and q1 of Example 2.9 are not bisimulation 
equivalent. 
The above example gives some indication of the relationship between the simula- 
tion ordering G and the bisimulation equivalence -. The following proposition 
shows that - is smaller than =. 
Proposition 2.17. If p - q, then p = q. 
Proof. p - q iff there exists a bisimulation B containing (p, q). Since, obviously, 
3(R) c Y(R) for all binary relations R, B is also a simulation. Thus, p s q. Since 
BT is also a bisimulation and thus a simulation, also q G p and hence, p = q. 0 
In Milner’s original work on CCS [12] < and - were defined as 
G = n Ypn(Pr2) and - = n %‘“(Pr’). 
flflu nEW 
However, unless ?? is image-finite, neither < nor - will in general be fixed points 
if these definitions are used. The definitions given here in terms of simulations and 
bisimulations are due to Park [18] and-besides defining fixed points-have the 
distinct advantages of providing useful proof techniques. Obviously, the originally 
suggested definitions of < and - yield coarser relations than the versions suggested 
by Park. 
Example 2.18. Let p, q and I be processes with the following behaviour as shown 
in Fig. 4. i.e., p =I,,,, u”, 9 = uw, and r = p + 9. Then it is easily verified that, for 
all n E w, qs”p and r-“p, where <” = Y”(Pr*) and -n = %“(Pr2). However, 9%~ 
and r + p. For the former, assume namely that q s p. Then, for some k E w, uw s uk. 
But this implies that, for all n E w, a”’ <“uk which is false when n > k. A similar 
argument applies in the latter case. 
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3. Parameterized bisimulation 
In this section we shall introduce the concept of environment and show how it 
can be used in parameterizing the bisimulation equivalence. 
Operationally we take the view that an environment is an object with the ability 
to consume actions produced by an inner process. However, the ability of an 
environment to consume actions might be limited, so if p --+a p’ but e is an environ- 
ment which cannot consume the action a, then the derivation p +ap’ will never be 
considered when p is executed in e. Similar to the assumption that a process can 
change after having produced (performed) an action, we shall assume that an 
environment may change after having consumed an action. Thus environments and 
their behaviour can be described by a labelled transition system, % = (Env, Act, =+), 
where Env is the set of environments, Act is the set of actions (identical to the set 
of actions used in the transition system of processes) and + is a subset of Env x Act x 
Env called the consumption relation. e a” e’ is to be read: ‘e may consume the action 
a and in doing so become the environment e”. 
Let us now approach the question of how to parameterize - with environments. 
Let e be an environment and let p and 4 be processes with behaviours given in Fig. 
5. In the environment e only u-actions can be consumed and after the consumption 
of one u-action, e will change into an environment which is capable of consuming 
4 
Fig. 5 
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no actions at all (and therefore will identify all processes). Since both p and 4 can 
perform an u-action, which is all the behaviour which e can exploit, it seems natural 
to expect p and q to be equivalent in e, i.e., ~--~q. 
As a next example, let us consider the slightly more complicated behaviours of 
Fig. 6. In order to determine whether p - eqr we consider in turn all the possible 
Fig. 6. 
ways e can consume an action. Let us consider the one consumption e =3” e,. For 
this particular consumption only u-derivatives ofp and q will be examined. However, 
in order for p-, q to hold, for each a-derivative q’ of q (qs say) p must have a 
matching u-derivative p’ (here p2) in the sense that P’--~, q’. Similarly, q must have 
a match (under e,) for each a-derivative of p. 
Following this procedure the reader should be able to convince him- or herself 
that p and q ought to be equivalent in e. Similarly, it can be argued that p and q 
should be distinguished in the environment f of Fig. 7. 
Fig. 7. 
To satisfy the intuition indicated above we define a parameterized version of - 
such that two processes p and q are considered equivalent in an environment e if 
they have the same set of potential first actions that can be consumed by e and they 
remain having equal potentiality during the course of execution under all environment 
changes ofe. More formally we define the parameterized version of - as follows. 
Definition 3.1. Let ?? = (Env, Act, +) be an environment system. Then an g-purum- 
eterized bisimula’tion R is an Env-indexed family of binary relations, R, G Pr2 for 
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e E Env, such that whenever p R, q, the following (*) holds: for all a E Act, if e +” e’, 
then 
(9 P-+~ p’ + 3q’. q +“ q’ & p’ R,, q’, 
(ii) q -+O q’ + 3~‘. p +“ p’ & p’ R,, q’. 
Two processes p and q are said to be equivalent in an environment e iff there exists 
an ZY-parameterized bisimulation R such that p R, q. In this case we write p -,q. 
Since we shall be dealing extensively 
on such in the following, we adopt the 
indexed families R and S let: 
l R c S iff, for all e E Env, R, G S,. 
l R n S is the Env-indexed family with 
l R u S is the Env-indexed family with 
with Env-indexed families and operations 
following convenient notations. For Env- 
(R n S), = R, n S,. 
(R u S), = R, u S,. 
Now, for R an Env-indexed family of binary relations over Pr, let B(R) be the 
Env-indexed family of binary relations over Pr such that 93(R), is the set of pairs 
(p, q) satisfying (*) above. Then the following properties hold. 
Proposition 3.2. An Env-indexed family R is an ‘8-parameterized bisimulation iJf 
Rc%‘(R). 
Proposition 3.3. 93 is a monotonic endofunction on the complete lattice of Env-indexed 
families of binary relations over Pr (ordered by componentwise inclusion). 
Then, using the standard fixed-point result of [24], we get the following propo- 
sition. 
Proposition 3.4. %I has a maximaljxed point given as IJ {R 1 R c B(R)}. Moreover, 
this maximal$xed point equals the Env-indexed fami1.v {-c. / e E Env}. 
Proposition 3.5. For all e E Env, -e is an equivalence relation. 
Proof. Show that the Env-indexed family of relations Id, with Id, being the identity 
relation on Pr, is an 8-parameterized bisimulation. Show that composition and 
converse of 8-parameterized bisimulations (composition and converse taken com- 
ponentwise) are 8-parameterized bisimulations. The proposition will then follow 
from the definition of parameterized bisimulation equivalence. 0 
As expected in the motivation, -e is for all environments e a weaker (and thus 
perhaps easier to prove) equivalence than the original (unparameterized) bisimula- 
tion equivalence: 
Proposition 3.6. For all e E Env and all p, q E Pr, ifp - q, then also p --= q. 
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Proof. Take, for all e E Env, R, = -. Then R is an 8-parameterized bisimulation. 0 
Note that Proposition 3.4 provides us with a useful proof technique: to show that 
P--~cJ, simply find an 8-parameterized bisimulation R such that p R, q. 
Example 3.7. Let us verify that our initial expectation is fulfilled. So let g and Y 
be given by the diagrams in Fig. 8. Then the Env-indexed family with R, = {(p, q)} 
and R, = {(p,, ql)} is a parameterized bisimulation. Thus, as expected, p Llrq. 
Fig. 8. 
Example 3.8. Let g and GJ’ be given by the diagrams in Fig. 9. Then the Env-indexed 
Fig. 9 
family R with 
K,, = {(PO, %)I, 
R,, = {(PI, q,), (~2, qA (PI, 4511, R,,={(Pz, qz), (PI, qA (~2, qs)), 
R, = ((~3, %I, (~3, qdl, R,= ((~4, q,), (PHI, q4)) 
is a parameterized bisimulation. Thus, ~~--~,,q”. Note that PO+ qO. 
To ensure anticontinuity of B, only image-finiteness of the process system C?’ is 
required, as is stated in the following proposition. 
Proposition 3.9. If Y is image-jinite, then 3’ is anticontinuous. 
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Proof. Let R,=,R2~...~RR,~.*. be a decreasing sequence of Env-indexed 
families. We must prove B(n,, R,) = nn a( R,). The “z”-direction directly follows 
from monotonicity of 3 and n, R, E R, for all i E w. For the “2’‘-direction, let 
(p, q)E[n,, B(R,)],. We must show (p, q)E [s(f), Rn)le. So let ej”e’ and 
p +Op’. We must find a matching move for q such that (p’, q’) E [n, R,,L = 
n,KR,L~l. NOW, (p, q) E [fl, ~O(RAl, iff, for all n 6 W, (P, 4) E DULL. Thus, for 
all n E w there exists a q,, such that q +’ qn and (p’, q”) E (R,),). By the assumption 
that 9 is image-finite, there exists a q’ such that q -+a q’ and (p’, q’) E (R,,),, for 
infinitely many n. Since (R,),, is decreasing in n, (p’, q’) E (R,),, for all n and thus, 
(P’, 4’) E n,WLM. BY symmetry, (P, 4) E PWfL RJL. 0 
Corollary 3.10. If P? is image-jinite, then n”,, - n is the maximal jixed point of 3, 
where, for all eE Env, (-“)e = Pr* and, for n E w, -n+’ = B(-“). 
4. Modal characterization 
In this section we present a modal characterization of the parameterized bisimula- 
tion equivalence. 
The characterization extends, in a natural way, the existing modal characteriz- 
ations presented by Hennessy and Mimer in [7], where it is shown that s and - 
alternatively can be generated by identifying a process with the properties it enjoys. 
For image-finite processes the relevant properties are formulas from the following 
languages: 
Let the modal language A be the least set such that 
(i) Trc Jll, 
(ii) F A GE -4% whenever F, G E Ju, 
(iii) IF E .A4 whenever FE 4, 
(iv) (a) F E A! whenever a E Act and FE A. 
Let 2 be the sublanguage of Ju consisting of the formulas not containing -I. In [7], 
the authors define a satisfuction relation b c Pr x A as the least relation such that 
(i) pk=Tr for p E Pr, 
(ii) pt=F~ G iff pkF and pi=G, 
(iii) p+lF iff p#F, 
(iv) p!=(a)F iff 3~‘. p -+‘p’& p’k F. 
Now define for p E Pr the following two sets: 
A(~)={FEAII~F], 2(p) = {FE Z/pkF}. 
Then, provided 9 is image-finite, the following characterization results have been 
shown in [7]: 
(a) P - 4 iff A(P) = A(q); 
(b) P 6 q if z(p) E Z(q). 
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By extending the modal languages with an injinite conjunction the above modal 
characterizations can be shown to hold for image-infinite process systems as well 
(see [16]). 
Recently, complete proof systems for correctness assertions of the form p+ F have 
been given for various subsets and variations of CCS [21,22,23,25,26], with special 
emphasis on obtaining compositional proof systems. 
Now, P-P q means that p and q are equivalent when executed in the restricted 
environment e; i.e., only certain behaviours of p and q are being examined in e. 
From the characterization result (a) we expect a characterization of -E to be of the 
form: 
P--e q @ Jlz(p)nWe)=~Q(q)nWe), 
where Z(e) is a set of formulas corresponding to properties of processes which can 
be examined by e. We may immediately assert the following two properties of 9Y. 
First, if e is the totally inactive environment, then p -eq holds for all p and q. Thus, 
in this case, we expect Z(e) to have the same effect on A(p) for all processes p, 
Secondly, if e is a universal environment, then p -rq iff p-q. Thus, we expect 
L%(e) = A in this case. We now give Z. 
Definition 4.1. For FE 2 define F+ L Jl/l inductive as 
(i) Tr’ = {Tr, 1Tr); 
(ii) (FAG)+={CAD,~(CAD)ICEF+~~~ DEG+}; 
(iii) ((a)F)+ = {(a)C, l(a)C 1 C E F+}. 
Thus, Ft is simply the set of formulas derived from F by inserting arbitrary 
negations. We extend (_)’ to sets of Z-formulas by defining for X s 9, Xt = 
IGI~FEX. GE F+}. 
We can now state the Modal Characterization Theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Provided 9 is image-$&e, then, for all p, q E Pr and e E Env, 
p-=4 @ ~(p)n~(e)+=~(q)noFP(e)+ 
Hence, the set 97’(e) is simply L?(e)‘. Intuitively, this seems correct since Y’(e)’ 
only contains formulas based on what e can perform and thus detect. It also matches 
the two things we already know. If e is the inactive environment, then Z(e)’ = 
{Tr, lTr, Tr A Tr, Tr A lTr, . . .} and if e is the universal environment, then LZ( e) = Y 
and therefore, clearly, L?(e)+ = AL We now outline the proof of Theorem 4.2. 
Proof. (‘3”): Suppose p -,q. We prove by the structure of F that F E A ( p) n 27 e )’ 
implies FE A(q) n 2’(e)‘. Since p and q are arbitrary, it follows that FE A(p) n 
T(e)+ iff Fr.jM(q)nL?(e)+. 
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Case F=Tr: Obviously, TrEJZ(q) and TrEZ(e)s6P(e)+, so Tr=FEd(q)n 
.Y( I?)+. 
Case F = G A H: If G A HE d(p) n Z(e)+, an easy argument shows that GE 
J%(P) n Z(e)’ and H E Ju( p) n T(e)+. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, GE 
Ju (q) n Z(e)+ and H E Ju (q) n .Y( e)+. By definition of k and since G A H E Z(e)+, 
we have GA HE.d(q)n2?(e)+. 
Case F = IG: If 1G E JZ( p) n T(e)+, an easy argument shows that G E 2(e)+ 
and G&f(p).Thus, Gg&(p)nZ(e)+ and therefore, by the induction hypothesis, 
G~~(q)n7(e)+.SinceGE~(e)+,G~~(q)andthus,lGE~(q).Hence,lGE 
Ju(q) n T(e)+. 
Case F = (a)G: If (a)G E 4(p) n 2’(e)+, an easy argument shows that there exists 
a C E 2’ such that (a)C E Z(e) and GE C’. Hence, e +” e’ with e’+ C for some e’. 
Also, p +‘p’ with p’+G for some p’. However, p -eq. Hence, q *a q’ with p’ -eZ q’ 
for some q’. We know G E C’s 2’( e’)+ and G E JU( p’). So, by induction hypothesis, 
G~dl(q’). Hence, (a)G~~ti(q) and finally, (a)G~A(q)n6P(e)+. 
(“~5’): We show that the Env-indexed family R with 
R,={(p,q)l~~(p)n~(e)+=JU(q)n~(e)+} 
is a parameterized bisimulation. Assume it is not; then, for some e, p and q, we 
have p R, q, but 
e+“e’ and ~+~p’ and Vq’. q -+= q’ + l(p’R,,q’). 
Using the image-finiteness assumption for 9, let {ql, . . . , q,,} = {q’l q -a q’}. If this 
set is empty, (a)TrE A(p) n 2?(e)’ but (a)Tra h!(q) n Y’(e)’ 
Otherwise, 3A,, . , , A, E Jz1 and 3B,, . . . , B, E 2 such that 
(i) Vi. Ai E B:; 
(ii) Vi. Bi E Z(e’); 
contradicting p R, q. 
(iii) Vi.p’kA, and q,#A,. 
Clearly, B, A . . . A B, E 5?(e’) and, by definition, A, A. . . A A, E (B, A. . . A B,)+. We 
know pk(a)(A, A. * . A A,,), whereas q#(a)(A, A. . . A A,). Moreover, (a)(B, A. . . A 
B,,) E T(e) and (a)(A, A. . . A A,,) E ((a)(B, A. . . A B,))+. However, this contradicts 
pR,q. 0 
Example 4.3. Let p, q and e have the behaviours as shown in Fig. 10. Then it is 
easily shown that (a)((b)Tr A (c)Tr) E d(q) n 2’(e)‘, but (a)((b)Tr A (c)Tr) g A(p). 
Thus, p +,q. 
Fig. 10 
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5. Main Theorem 
In this section we shall state our Main Theorem, which gives an extremely simple 
and useful characterization of the discrimination ordering C. The theorem simply 
says that the discrimination ordering is nothing more than the simulation ordering 
from Definition 2.2. Though easy to state the theorem was by no means easy to 
prove: only after several months’ search a proof was found. The simple and intuitively 
appealing characterization of the discrimination ordering strengthens our belief in 
the naturalness of our definition of parameterized bisimulation. 
In order to enable the various constructions in the proof of the Main Theorem, 
certain minimal structure on the transition systems involved is required. Let F= 
(St, Act, -_) be a transition system. We say that 9 is closed under action prejixing, 
and (finite) summation if, whenever a E Act, ( ti)it, is some (finite) indexed family 
of states and t is a state, then there exist states a. t and Lit I ti in St with the operational 
semantics of 9 satisfying the following: 
(a) at -+b t’ iff t’= t and a = b; 
(b) CiEl tj +.a t’ iff 3i E I. ti +(1 t’. 
We shall use the following abbreviations 
o= c ti, 
i<O 
to+ t, = 2 t,. 
i<2 
It turns out that CiE1 ti is the least upper bound of (t,)i,, with respect to G. Also, 
both action prefixing and summation preserve C. 
The following lemma shows how summation interacts with the notion of param- 
eterized bisimulation equivalence. 
Lemma 5.1. Let 9’ be a process system and 8 an environment system. If E’ is closed 
under summation, then 
[ViEl.p--,ql * p- z e, 9; 
I/ I 
if 9 is closed under summation, then 
WiEI.pi-,qil * z,Pi-e z,Si. 
If we extend c in the obvious way so that comparisons of elements from different 
transition systems are possible, the following lemma is easily shown to hold. 
Lemma 5.2. If p -eq and e G q, then e s p. 
Proof. Show that S = {(e, p) I3q E Pr. p --eq A es q} is a simulation. Cl 
Let us now return to the problem of characterizing the discrimination ordering, 
C. We start by restating its definition. 
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Definition 5.3. Let g = (Env, Act, a) be an environment system and 9” = (Pr, Act, -) 
a process system. Let e,fe Env. Then we write eEf if and only if -/E -@ where 
le (-t.) is the bisimulation equivalence on Pr parameterized with respect to e (f). 
We shall show that, provided 8 is image-finite and 9 is sufficiently rich, c is 
nothing more than 6. A first indication of this characterization is given by the 
following easily established lemma. 
Lemma 5.4. (i) If e is an environment such that, for all a E Act, e =&su, then e is minimal 
w.r. t. G. Actually, -e = Pr2. 
(ii) If e is an environment such that, for all a E Act, e +” e, then e is maximal w.r.t. 
G. Moreover, -Jo = -. 
It follows from this lemma that at least minimality and maximality with respect 
to E and s coincide. However, more substantial evidence can be obtained from 
the Modal Characterization Theorem 4.2, which shows that for image-finite process 
systems 
p-eq iff A(p)nLZ(e)+=.d(q)nY(e)+. 
By the modal characterization of s (Section 4), we know that e s f iff 3(e) G Y(f) 
provided the environment system is image-finite. Since (-)’ is clearly monotonic 
w.r.t. C, e <f therefore implies 3(e)’ c 3(f)+ and hence, -by the modal charac- 
terization above-that p -c q is more likely to hold than p -, q or, equivalently, e c.$ 
Thus, for image-finite processes and environment systems, e s f implies e GJ This 
result is easily generalized to image-infinite systems as stated in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. e s f implies e C$ 
Proof. Prove that the Env-indexed family R, with R, = {(p, q)) 3J: e d f A p -fq) is 
an %‘-parameterized bisimulation. Then, if e G .f and p -.rq, we have p R, q and thus 
P--. 4. 0 
Proving the reverse direction however turns out to be far more involved and 
complicated as already hinted. Let us indicate what the difficulties are. 
We want to prove that whenever e rf; then also e s f or, equivalently, that e g f 
implies e.@f which is the same as: 
(1) e6f implies 3p,qEPr.p-fq~p+,q. 
Thus, we must construct, or at least prove existence of, a pair of processes p and 
q distinguished by e but not by J: Assuming image-finiteness of 8, e g f holds if 
and only if, for some n E w, e$“f: Thus, we may attempt to construct inductively 
in n the processes p and q required in (1). 
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Case n = 0: No construction is needed since e 6”f is false. 
Case e %‘f: Then e a” and f +“ for some action a. Hence, by simply taking 
p = a.0 and 4 =O, the conclusion in (1) is fulfilled. 
Case e % “f for some n > 1: Then, for some a E Act and e’ E Env, e 3” e’ such 
that, whenever f+“,f’, then e’gnm’fr (cf. Fig. 11). 
+?” ’ , 
Fig. II.’ 
,i 
Let {j”, , . . . ,fk} be the set of all u-derivatives ofJ: Then we may apply the induction 
hypothesis to all pairs (e’,f,), . . , (e’,h) constructing k pairs of processes 
(P,, slL.. . , CP~, qkJ such that p, -/,q, but pI +,, q, for all i = 1, . . , k. The task is 
then to uniformly construct the required processes p and q distinguished by e but 
not by f from the 2k processes p, , . , pk, q, , . , q,. However, from the knowledge 
of eg”f and e’s*-‘,f,,. . , e’s” ‘fk a one, it seems impossible to find such a 1 
uniform/general construction, though we succeeded in finding applicable construc- 
tions for all the instances of e and f we considered. 
Therefore, the construction has been divided into two stages: a prestage where e 
and f are transformed into two environments with a stronger relationship than 
merely g and a construction stage where the two transformed environments are 
used as the basis of the construction of p and q. Let P be the predicate on pairs of 
environments which describes the desired relationship between the transformed 
environments. Assume P satisfies the following properties: 
(3) e%f 3 Zle’,.f.e’Ge A fsf“ A P(e’,f”), 
(4) P(e,f’) * 3p,q.p-/q A pfp4; 
then we can conclude that (1) also holds: Let e and f be environments such that 
e6jY Then, by (3), there exist environments e’ and f’ such that e’s e, f s-f’ and 
P( e’,f). Applying (4) to e’ and ,f’ gives processes p and q such that p -,, q and 
p +?,q. However, since e’s e and f c-f’ and we already know s C_ r= (Theorem 5.5), 
also p--(q and p?L@q. 
Note that, by s c g, if (4) is to hold, then P(e, f) implies e 6.f: So if P satisfies 
(3) and (4), (2) is automatically satisfied too. 
In the above strategy the Fhoice of the predicate P is obviously the key factor. 
On the one hand, we want P as strong as possible in order to make the construction 
in (4) as easy as possible. From past experience we know that we want P(e,f) to 
be stronger than simple e $J: On the other hand, P cannot be too strong since the 
transformation in (3) is to be possible too. 
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The present proof of (1) requires 8 to be image-finite. In the next section we 
shall see what is required in order to extend the proof to image-finite systems. Also 
.P must obviously have a certain richness in order for (1) to hold. If B contains 
only one process, all environments will be equal under E. Thus, in the sequel we 
shall assume that g is image-finite and that 9 is closed under action prefixing and 
finite sums. Also, for technical reasons, we shall assume that ‘8 is closed under 
action prefixing and finite sums and that for all e E Env and a E Act there exists an 
environment em, EI Env such that e_, +“f iff b # a and e +“f: Note that e-, *$“. 
Fortunately, an environment system can always be extended to a system with these 
properties and, clearly, if (1) holds in the extended environment system, it will be 
even more true in the original one. 
Let us first state the definition of the predicate PC Env2: 
Definition 5.6 
l P,,( e, f): always false; 
l P,(e,f) iff 3aEAct. 3e, ,..., em-,,fO ,..., &i,gEEnv. 
(i) e=a.(e,+. .+eem-,), 
(ii) f=a.&+. . .+a.f,-,+g, 
(iii) g *“, 
(iv) Vi<m. 3k<n. Pk(ei,J;), 
(v) Vi,j<m.i#j=+e,ge,; 
l P(e,f) iff 3n ~0. P,,(e,f) where “=” . IS equality between environments. 
Thus, for P,(e,f) to hold, e and f must have the form shown in Fig. 12, where 
the e,‘s are mutually incompatible under G for all i; Pk ( ei, J;) holds for some k < n 
and g*O. 
Fig. 12 
We state, without proofs, the following properties of P. 
Lemma5.7. (3=P,CP,~~~~CP,C~~*. 
Lemma 5.8. For all n E w and e, f E Env, P,,( e, f) + e %“J: 
Proof. By induction on n. q 
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Lemma 5.9. If P( e,f), then e = a.e’ for some a E Act and e’ E Env. 
We want to show that P enjoys the following two properties: 
(A) eSf =3 3e’,f’.e’Ge A f<f A P(e’,f’), 
(B) P(e,f) =$ 3p, 4. p-rq A p7Lcq. 
Property (A) 
In order to obtain (A) we need to prove a stronger result. 
Theorem 5.10. Let e,,f,, . . . , e,-, ,fm_, be m 2 0 pairs of environments such that 
Vi < m. ei $“A. Then there exist h G mpairs of environments e,!,, f& . . . , ek_,,fl_, such 
that 
(1) vj< h. P,(e:,fi); 
(2) Vj<h.3i<m.ei<ei; 
(3) Vi<m.Ilj<h.f;sfi; 
(4) Vi,j<h.i#j =+ e:$e:. 
Applying Theorem 5.10 to a single pair of environments gives the following 
corollary from which property (A) trivially follows. 
Corollary 5.11. Let e and f be environments such that e %“_/I Then there exist e’ and 
f such that P,(e’,f), e’s e andfsr. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.10. The proof is by induction on n with an inner induction 
on 171. 
Base n = 0: Trivial since ei SOf; is false. 
Step: For our induction hypothesis we assume the theorem is true for all k < n. 
We prove the induction step using a subinduction on m. 
Subbase m =0: Then e,, fO, . . . , e,-, , fmm, is the empty set. Taking 
e&f&,..., eb-,,fA-l to be the empty set as well trivially satisfies the theorem. 
Subbase’ m = 1: Let e, f be such that e%“J: Then, 
3a. Se’. (e =$” e’ & Vy. f *“f’. e’ 6 “-If’). 
Let { fO, .. . , fk_,} = {f’/ f +“f’} (using the image-finite property); then, for all i < k, 
e’ X n-‘f;. Thus we can apply the induction hypothesis to the k pairs e’, fO, . . . , e’, fh-, 
to obtain h s k pairs et, f i, . . . , el_,, f i-, such that 
(a) Vi< h. P,_,(e’,f:); 
(b) Vi<h.e:<e’; 
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Cc) Vi<k.3j<h.JsfT; 
(d) Vi,j<h.i#j 3 et%e,+. 
Now, take 
et= a. (e,t+. . .+el_l), j+=a.fi+. . .+a.fi_,+f-,; 
then e+ and f’ satisfy (l)-(4) for e,J Clearly, P,(e+, f’), by the definition of et 
and f’ and (a). (2) is et< e which holds by (b). (3) is f s f’ which holds by (c) 
and the definition off’. (4) is trivial since we have only one pair (end subbase’). 
Substep: For our sub induction hypothesis we assume the theorem is true for 
k 4 n when we have at most rn - 1 pairs of environments. As our sub induction step 
we must prove the theorem true for k s n when we have at most m pairs of 
environments. So let e,, fo, . . . , e,_,, fm_, be m pairs of environments such that 
Vi < m. e, $“A. By the sub induction hypothesis we can apply the theorem to 





(d) Vi,j<h.i#j 3 et$eT. 
We can also apply the theorem (using the subbase’) to the single pair e,_, , f,_l to 
obtain a pair e+, f + such that 
(e) P,(e+,f +); 
(f) e+ G e,_,; 
(g) fm-1 sf +. 
If et does not simulate or is not simulated by any of the environments ei, . . . , el_,, 
then the set 
e,i,f i,. . . , eL,,f i--,, e+,f + 
will clearly make the theorem hold for e,,f;,, , , e,_, , fm_, . Otherwise, assume e+ 
is simulated by e: say. Since P, (e:, f 0’) and I’,,( et, f +), Lemma 5.8 and e+ s e,’ give 
ei 6 “fl and e,‘S”f +. 
Since e,’ is of the form a.g (by Lemma 5.9) we have et$“fi+f +. Now, by the sub 
induction hypothesis, we can apply the theorem to the h s m - 1 pairs ei, f ,‘+ 
f+Y e:, f :, . . , el-,, f l-, to obtain p s h < m pairs el+, f :+, . . . , epii,, f ;?, such that 
(h) Vi<p. P,(e:+,f:+); 
6) Vi<p.3j<h.e:‘seF; 
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6) Eli<p.f~+f+Gf:+ and ‘tlj.O<j<h.3i<p.f_~~f’+; 
(k) Vi,j<p. i#j 3 e’+$eT+. 
We claim that the pairs el+,fi*, . . . , e,iL, will make the theorem hold for 
eo,fo,...,e,_,,f,_,.Weonlyneedtocheck(2)and(3)since(1)~(h)and(4)~(k). 
Now (2) follows from (i) and (b) and transitivity of s. (3) follows from (c) and 
Cj) using transitivity of < together with the fact fl sfl+f+. 
The case when e+ simulates some ef is similar (end substep; end step). 0 
Property (B) 
We prove the following stronger theorem. 
Theorem 5.12. If P,,(e, f), then there exist p and r such that 
(1) p-/p+r; 




Then property (B) is easily obtained as a corollary. 
Corollary 5.13. If P(e, f), then there exist p and q such that p -fq but p +eq. 
Proof. P(e, f) implies P,(e, f) for some n 20. Thus, Theorem 5.12 gives p and r 
with properties (l)-(5). Now, taking q = p + r will give the corollary. p-/q is simply 
(1). (2) and (3) together with Lemma 5.2 give p+,q. El 
Proof of Theorem 5.12. The proof is done by induction on n. 
Base n = 0: Trivial since P,,( e,f) is false. 
Step: For induction hypothesis we assume the theorem is true for all k < n. We 
must prove that the theorem is true for n as well. So let e and f be environments 
such that P,,(e, f). Thus, there exist a, e,,, . . . , e,,-, , jb, . . . ,ji,, g such that 
(9 e=a.(e,+. . *+e,_,); 
(ii) f=a.f”+. . .+a.fm_,+g; 
(iii) Vi< rn. 3k< n. Pk(e,,f;); 
(iv) g *Q ; 
tv) Vi,j<m.i#j * e,Pe,. 
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By induction hypothesis, there exist pairs pO, r,,, . . . , pm-, , r,,_, such that 
(a) Pi-r;pi+r;; 
@I ei C ri; 
(c) e, %Pi; 
Cd) Picei; 
(e> rf G ei. 
Now let, for i < m, qi = pi + r,. Then taking 
P=u.(P,+q*+. . *+qt+d 
+u.(q,+P,+*. .+9*-J 
+a.(qo+q,+* . .+Pm-,); 
and 
r=a.(q,+q,+. . .+q,_,); 
will make the theorem hold for e and J To see this, let us check that the properties 
(l)-(5) hold for p and r. 
Property (1) p-/p+ r: The only way this could be false is by f+“f; and 
p+r+” c,,,, qj. However, 
p+aqo+*. .+pi+* * .+qm_, 
will match pfr’s move since qi-xp, by (a) (and p-e4 and ~‘--~q’ implies 
PfP’_.q+q’). 
Property (2) es r: That is, a.(e,+. . .+e,_,)~u.(q,+. . *+qm_l). This follows 
from (b) (e, s ri) and r, s q,. 
Property (3) e $ p: If m = 0, then e = a.0 and p = 0 and, clearly, e s p. Otherwise 
we must prove that, for all j< m, 
e,+. . .+e,_,SqO+. . .+p,++. .+qm_l. 
This will follow from e, 6 q0 + . . 3 + pj + . . .+ qm_l which, since ej has the form a.eJ, 
will follow from 
(x) Vi<m.i#j * e,6qi; 
(Y) e,Pp,. 
(y) is simply (c). To see (x), assume ej s qi for some i fj. That is, ej <pi + r,. Then, 
from (d) and (e), we have e, G ei which contradicts P,(e,f) clause (5). 
Property (4) p s e: Again, if m = 0, the clause easily follows. Otherwise we must 
show that, for all j< m, 
qo+. ..+p,+.. .+q,_,Ce,+. . .+e,_,. 
However, this trivially follows since pi s e, and r, G ei by (d) and (e). 
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Property (5) r 6 e: We must show that 
qo+, . -+q,-,Ge,+...+e,_,. 
Again, this follows from (d) and (e) (end step). 0 
Having now proved that P enjoys the two properties (A) and (B) we can state 
the following Main Theorem. 
Main Theorem 5.14. If 8 is image-finite and 5%’ is closed under action prefixing and 
finite summations, then, for all environments e and f; 
e&f e e=G_fI 
Example 5.15. Let e and f be environments with behavior-us shown as in Fig. 13. 
Obviously, eS2J: We want to use the constructions of Theorem 5.10 and Theorem 
5.12 to find processes p and q distinguished by e but not J: 
Fig. 13. 
First we apply Theorem 5.10 to find transformed environments e’ and f’ such that 
e’= e, f cf and PJe,f). Obviously, e,S’f, and e, g’fi, so we first apply Theorem 
5.10 to find transformed environments e;, f: and ei, & such that e:’ s e, and J of: 
for i = 1,2. 
For i = 1, e, Jd 0 but f, 3Sd. Thus e; = d.0 and f’, =f, = b.O+ c.0 are the transfor- 
med environments. 
Similarly, for i = 2, ei = d.0 and f; =fi = c.0 are the transformed environments. 
In order to obtain pairs of environments verifying Theorem 5.10 for e, ,.fi; e, ,.f2, 
we must combine e:, f{ and e,“,f& We note that e;S e;‘; thus, we must apply 
Theorem 5.10 to the pair e;,f; +fi; i.e., d.O,b.O+ c.Oic.0. This gives d.0,b.O-t c.O+ c.0 
(no changes) as the pair of environments verifying Theorem 5.10 for e, ,f,; e, ,f2, 
To obtain a pair of environments verifying Theorem 5.10 for e, A we apply the 
construction of the subbase’, giving a.d.0, a,(b.O+ c.O+ c.0) as the transformed 
environments e’ and .f’ (cf. Fig. 14). 
We can now apply Theorem 5.12 to et, f in order to obtain a pair of processes 
distinguished by e’ (and hence, e) but not by f (and hence, not by f). For e”, f’, 
we find that p’= 0 and r’= d.0 will verify Theorem 5.12, Hence, for e’, f’, the pair 
p = a.p’= a.0 and r = a.( p’+ r’) = a.(O+ d.0) makes Theorem 5.12 hold. Thus the 
processes p and q distinguished by e but not by f‘ are as shown in Fig. 15. 





Example 5.16. Let e and f be environments with the behaviours as shown in Fig. 
16. Obviously, e %‘_/I Moreover, P2( e,f), so we can apply the construction in Theorem 
5.12 directly to obtain processes p and q distinguished by e but not byf (cf. Fig. 17). 
Due to the modal characterization presented in the previous section and the 
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are confident that the notion of parameterized bisimulation equivalence proposed 
is indeed a natural one. To give further support for the proposed parameterized 
version of bisimulation equivalence, let us consider an alternative and perhaps more 
immediate parameterized version. 
Assume that the process system 9’ is closed under conjunction with environments 
from 8 in the following sense: whenever p is a process and e is an environment, 
then there exists a process p &,, with the operational semantics satisfying: 
p & <, + “ 9 iff 3~‘. 3~7’. p-+’ p’ A e=$“e’ A q=p’&,,. 
Based on this notion of conjunction we can now define the following alternative 
paremeterized version of bisimulation equivalence: 
P -:y ifi ~&~-q&, 
Though perhaps more immediate, this parameterized version lacks many of the 
properties presented in this paper. First, it is easily shown that --(~ is strictly included 
in -: for all environments e. Intuitively, for p - <,q to hold, e must interact identically 
with p and 9, whereas this is not required for p--t q to hold. Thus, the modal 
characterization for --‘, does not hold for -f, and no other modal characterization 
seems immediate. More important though is that the simulation ordering does not 
characterize the discrimination ordering generated by this alternative parameterized 
version. In fact, the simulation ordering is not even included in the (alternative) 
discrimination ordering. To see this let 
e = a.b.O+ a.c.0, f‘ = a. b.0 + a.0 + n.c.0, 
p = a.( b.O+ c.O), q = a.b.O+ a.c.0. 
Then it is easily shown that e s_/; p -7 q but not p - $4. 
6. Extension to image-infinite case? 
A natural next step at this point would be to generalize the Main Theorem 5.14 
to include the image-infinite cases as well. However, we shall show that, as far as 
the present proof technique is concerned, an extension is impossible. More precisely, 
we shall show that even with a generalization of the predicate P to include image- 
infinite environments property (A) fails to hold. That is, there exist environments 
e and ,f such that e SA but there are no transforms e’ and f’ such that e’s e, f“-.f“ 
and P(e’,f’). Thus, either a new predicate P with the properties (A) and (~B) or a 
totally new proof technique is needed. However, as far as this paper is concerned, 
the extension of the Main Theorem 5.14 to image-infinite cases is left as an open 
problem. 
Let us first see why property (A) does not hold in the image-infinite case with 
the present definition of P. For this purpose, consider the two environments of Fig. 
18. From Example 2.18 we know that e gf but e ~“,f for all n E w. Now, assume e’ 
and ,f’ are transformed versions of e and ,C i.e., e’s e, ,f‘~,f’ and P(e’,f’). That is, 
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for some n E w, P,,(e’,f’) holds which, by Lemma 5.8, implies e’ s “f’. However, 
this contradicts e’s e, ,fs,f’ and e C”,f for all n E w. 
A possible reason for the above failure might be that for image-infinite environ- 
ments the definition of P is not continuous and P is therefore not a fixed point of 
its own definition. However-as we shall show-extending P to be a fixed point of 
its definition will not make (A) hold for the above environments e and ,f: 
Definition 6.1. Let 6%: .P(Env’)-z P(Env’) be defined as (e,f)E S(R) iff 3~ E 
Act. 3(e,,_6),,,. 3g. 
(i) c=a.I,,, e,; 
(ii) S=C,,, a.J+g; 
(iii) g*“; 
(iv) Vig I. (ei,J;)E R; 
(v) Vi,jEZ.i#jJe,Se;. 
It is easily shown that 92 is monotonic on P(Env’) and as such has a least fixed 
point, t_~9?. We shall use this least fixed point as our generalized predicate Z? 
Now, define the dual of %, 2, as 2(R) = (%(R“))‘. Using 1p v q = p + q, Y? 
satisfies (e,f)E&(R) ih Vu~Act.tl(e,,f;),,,.Vg. IF 
(i) e = a.CiLr e,, 
(4 f-C,,, a..L+g, 
(iii) g+$“; THEN 
(iv) 3iE I. (e,,A)E R OR 
(v) 3i,jEZ. i#j A e,Ce,; 
Obviously, % is monotonic since 92 is. Also, if R is a fixed point of 92, R’ is a fixed 
point of 9% Thus, if rig is the maximal fixed point of @, then rl%! = (@)‘. Note, 
since ~92 is a least (pre)fixed point, if S(R) s R, then t.~& s R. Also, since I-I~ is 
a maximal (post)fixed point, if R s C%(R), then R c &. 
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In order to show that the environments uw and I,,,, u” cannot be transformed 
into environments with the relationship P (i.e., ,9)), we show the following lemmas. 
Lemma 6.2. If (e,f) E JL%, then e Sf: 
Proof. This is equivalent to ‘if e of, then (e,f) E 6%’ Let R = {( e,f) 1 e of}. We 
show that R is a postfixed point of 6. Thus, let (e,f) E R and assume 
l e=a.EiG, e,; 
l f=Cit, “f+g; 
l g*$” 
for some u E Act, ( ei,f;)it, and g. We must show that either 
3i~I.(e~,f;)~R or 3i,j.i#jr\eice,. 
Since e cf and g Y+“, there must exist an i E I such that xi,, ei G-J; and hence, e, of;. 
Thus, (ei,f;)E R. 0 
Lemma 6.3. For ullf; (a”,f) & P. 
Proof. Since P = ~3, this is the same as for all f, ( aw,f) E riC%. This follows from 
the fact that R = {( uw,f) \f~ Env} is a postfixed point of 6% So let (a”‘, f) E R and 
assume 
l uw =“‘Cit[e,; 
l f=Cifz[ “f+g; 
l g*j”. 
Obviously, III= 1 with uw = u.uw, f = u.f’+ g and g a”. Thus, all we have to show 
is ( uw,f) E R which is trivial. q 
Lemma 6.4. Assume that e s uw and, for some f E Env, that (e, f) E P. Then, for some 
hEw+l, e=a”. 
Proof. The above is equivalent to: ‘if e # u* and es uw, then, for all f~ Env, 
(e,f)~T(~.‘ThuswesimplyshowthatR={(e,f)~f~Env~Vh~o+1.e#u”~e~ 
uw} is a postfixed point of 9% Thus, let (e, f) E R and assume 
l e=b.CEE, e,; 
l f =Ci,I b’J+g; 
l gab 
for some b E Act, (ei,f;)iG, and g. We must show that either 
(1): 3iEI.(ei,f;)ER or (2): Yi,jEl.i#j A eisej. 
Obviously, since e < uw, b = a. Assume that (1) does not hold. That is, for all i E I 
there exist some Ai E w + 1 such that e, = ~“2. If (II =O, then e=u and thus, (e,f)& R 
which is a contradiction. If (II= 1, then e = u.u ‘1 and therefore, (e, f)& R. Again a 
contradiction. If III> 1, consider e, = ~“1 and e,= a*~; then, obviously, e, s ej iff 
Ai < Aj. Hence, (2) holds. Thus either (1) or (2) hold. q 
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We are now ready to prove that there are no transforms corresponding to the two 
environments depicted in Fig. 19. 
Fig. 19. 
Theorem 6.5. Let e = aw and f = I,,, a”. Then there are no environments e’ and f 
such that e’ G e, f s_f' and P( e’, y). 
Proof. Assume e’ and f’ are such that e’ G e, f<f and P(e’,f’). By Lemma 6.4, 
e’= a* for some A E w + 1. Since f~f, obviously f 3”” for all n E w. Thus, since 
P(e’,f’) implies e’sf (Lemma 6.2), e’= au. However, by Lemma 6.3 P(a”,f’) does 
not hold for any f’. Thus we have obtained a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 6.5 shows that the technique used in proving the Main Theorem 5.14 
for the image-finite case does not generalize to the image-infinite cases. However, 
it does not show that the Main Theorem 5.14 is false in the image-infinite case. This 
is still an open problem (which the author conjectures to be true). 
As a matter of fact, even though we cannot find transforms of the two environments 
e = a” and f = C,,,, a” it is quite easy to find processes p and q distinguished by 
e but not by f: take, namely, 
p= C a”+a” and q=Ca”; 
Iiiw ntw 
then it is easily shown that p and q are identified under f but not e. 
7. Conclusion 
In this paper we have presented an environment-parameterized version of the 
bisimulation equivalence [ 12, 151 fulfilling our expectations from Section 1. A modal 
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characterization of the parameterized bisimulation equivalence-being a natural 
extension of the existing modal characterization of simulation and bisimulation 
[7]-has been presented. As the Main Theorem of this paper, it is shown that (under 
certain finiteness and expressiveness conditions) the discrimination ordering is fully 
characterized by the simulation ordering. This theorem will be of great significance 
for future work in this area as pointed out in the motivation (see [lo] for applications 
of the theorem in complete proof systems and definitions of weakest inner environ- 
ments). It still remains an open problem whether this characterization extends to 
general environments, though we have demonstrated that new proof techniques will 
be needed for such an extension. However, the Main Theorem generalizes directly 
to a parameterized version of the weak bisimulation equiualence [ 12,151. Due to the 
many intuitive and appealing properties presented in this paper we are confident 
that the notion of parameterized bisimulation equivalence proposed is indeed a 
natural and useful one. 
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